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AVERAGE ENTERING GRADE 90.30/0 I TUITION $3,893/$7,904*
McGill attracts bright students from around the world. "A degree from McGill right now is wo
a lot, because the reputation of McGill worldwide is strong," says principal Suzanne Fortier. Th
university has produced more Rhodes Scholars, and its lecture halls have echoed with the voic
of more Nobel laureates, than any other school in Canada. Its students and alumni have wo
10 Nobel prizes in science and medicine, including pioneering work on radioactivity and fissio
as well as economics, not to mention the 2007 Peace Prize. As a research-intensive school, McG'
is affiliated with more than 100 research centres and networks. It has educated more than i
share of Canadian cultural icons, including actor William Shatner and musician Leonard Cohe
while author Stephen Leacock was a long- time head of the department of economics and politi
science. The campus's location between Mount Royal Park and downtown Montreal offers 10
of opportunities for off-campus activities, from art galleries and festivals to hundreds of cafe
bars and nightclubs, while rent is much cheaper than in most metropolises. The Macdonal
campus, a smaller second location about 35 km west of downtown Montreal, offers progr
such as agriculture, food science and nutrition.
visiting lecturers, a student-run
and internships in Year 4.

Canadian studies jo

COOL COURSES
• Arab Women's Literature: This Islamic studies co
explores issues such as gender and genre, feminism'
the Arab context and post-colonial theories and meth
• Animal Communication: This biology course draws
behavioural ecology, psychology, physiology and physics
understand how and why different species communi

STANDOUT PROGRAMS
• Kinesiology: The oldest department of kinesiology and
physical education in Canada offers bachelor's 'degrees
ideal for those interested in improving the fitness of everyone from high-performance athletes to senior citizens.
• Mining-or Materials Engineering: These two B.Eng. programs offer co-op placements in one of the global job
market's most in-demand fields. Recent graduates have
enjoyed a 100 per cent placement rate.
• Canadian Studies: Students learn about Canada by sampling courses from across the faculty of arts, while the
McGill Institute for the Study of Canada offers access to
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"Out-of-province students pay higher

tuition

mcgill.ca
STUDENT BODY
UNDERGRADUATES: Full-time: 22.404 . Part-time: 3.945
GRADUATES: Full-time: 8.537· Part-time: 2.178
INTERNATIONAL STUDENTS: First-year: 24% . Graduate: 29.6%
MALE· FEMALE RATIO: 42 to 58
HOUSING FACTS
RESIDENCE SPACES: 3.400 (3.110 reserved for first-year students)
RESIDENCE COSTS: Double room with meals: $12.218 to $14.418·
Single room with meals: $13.032 to $15}54 . Double room without
meals: $3.056 to $5.400· Single room without meals: $3.384 to $3.800·
Apartment-style: $3.860 to $11.917
MINIMUM ENTERING GRADES
Arts: 86.5%· Science: 89-93.5%· Commerce: 93% . Engineering: 82-92.5%
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that struck me about McGill on my first visit was how
intains a large, distinct

campus in the heart of one of

EXTRAS
Many groups are overseen by the student union, from the McGill
Debating Union and Model UN to the culinary society, as well
as clubs representing

each of the major federal parties. The

campus boasts an archaeological museum and research cen-

a's largest cities.

tre, the Redpath Museum. Gerts, the campus pub, is a popu-

ree years of study, the thing that stands out the most

lar student hangout in the basement of the University Centre.

there is no real unifying culture or ethos to the place.
ts-especially

after first year, when those who lived in

ce generally find apartments

in the city-tend

to find

own cliques very quickly, and there are few activities
bring them together. Student politics can get fractious,

for its labyrinthine,

ucracy, and many students
about an administrative

Although

Montreal is North America's

largest francophone

city, it's hard to learn French without

making a concerted

effort. due to the relative ease of English services downtown
and in clubs and pubs in the Plateau and St-Laurent

y do at many uniVersities.
Gill is infamous

CITYVIBE

unforgiving

have at least' one anec-

runaround

in response

to a

compact.

Old Montreal, with its rustic charm, is a downhill

walk from campus. On the subject of hills, be prepared for

Ie inquiry or request for service. Even though floor fel-

lots of climbing;

in residences

Royal. the mountain

help first-years,

and there are student

nselling and mental health services,
a tight-knit

community,

if you are looking

or some strong direction

and

neigh-

bourhoods, for example. The city's core is vibrant. but rather

the main campus is at the foot of Mount
for which the city is named. The park

itself, designed by Frederick Law Olmsted (of Central Park
fame) is worth a visit. and is a popular jogging location.

ance, look elsewhere. That said, McGill does have much
offer in academics

and extracurricular

have to seek them out.

activities-you
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for general news.
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